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Abstract

It is well known that obesity has a multifactorial etiology, including biological, environmental, and psycho-
logical causes. For this reason, obesity treatment requires a more integrated approach than the standard be-
havioral treatment based on dietary and physical activity only. To test the long-term efficacy of an enhanced
cognitive–behavioral therapy (CBT) of obesity, including a virtual reality (VR) module aimed at both unlocking
the negative memory of the body and to modify its behavioral and emotional correlates, 163 female morbidly
obese inpatients (body mass index >40) were randomly assigned to three conditions: a standard behavioral
inpatient program (SBP), SBP plus standard CBT, and SBP plus VR-enhanced CBT. Patients’ weight, eating
behavior, and body dissatisfaction were measured at the start and upon completion of the inpatient program.
Weight was assessed also at 1 year follow-up. All measures improved significantly at discharge from the
inpatient program, and no significant difference was found among the conditions. However, odds ratios showed
that patients in the VR condition had a greater probability of maintaining or improving weight loss at 1 year
follow-up than SBP patients had (48% vs. 11%, p = 0.004) and, to a lesser extent, than CBT patients had (48%
vs. 29%, p = 0.08). Indeed, only the VR-enhanced CBT was effective in further improving weight loss at 1 year
follow-up. On the contrary, participants who received only the inpatient program regained back, on average,
most of the weight they had lost. Findings support the hypothesis that a VR module addressing the locked
negative memory of the body may enhance the long-term efficacy of standard CBT.

Introduction

The diffusion of obesity is now a worldwide problem.1

More than 1.5 billion people are overweight, and obesity
rates have increased in both developed and emerging countries.
In the United States alone, the prevalence of obesity reached
35.8% among adult women and 35.5% among adult men.2

Many consider obesity as a problem of energy regulation
only: energy intake exceeds energy expenditure. However,
as obese subjects know well, metabolic needs can easily be
overwhelmed by a willingness to eat when not hungry.3 On
one side, living in an obesogenic environment characterized

by the increased accessibility of palatable energy-rich foods
may push subjects without self-regulatory competence to
overeating.4 On the other side, a recent systematic review
clearly underlined that higher stress is associated with higher
body weight and unhealthy dietary behaviors.5 Furthermore,
different research suggests a comorbidity between obesity
and eating disorders6,7: individuals with binge-eating disor-
der have a lifetime prevalence of obesity of >80%.

In sum, obese subjects can be considered a heterogeneous
population with different adaptive characteristics who may
show complex and synergic metabolic, environmental, so-
cial, and psychological distresses and causes. For this reason,
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obesity treatment requires a more integrated approach than
the standard behavioral treatment based on dietary and
physical activity only. This approach, even if effective in the
short term, is not effective in the long term: obese individuals
usually regain most of the weight lost (a third to half of the
loss) within the first year after treatment and return to
baseline weight in the next 3–5 years.8,9

The recent report prepared by the National Institutes of
Health (NIH) working group on weight regain after weight
loss10 identifies in decreased adherence and its causes a critical
behavioral challenge to weight loss maintenance. The report
suggests: ‘‘One explanation for the declining adherence is that
the perceived costs of adherence gradually exceed the per-
ceived benefits. Initially, the positive consequences of weight
loss (e.g., sense of accomplishment; better fit of clothes) out-
weigh the cognitive and physical effort needed to lose weight.
Later, when the goal is to maintain lost weight, the positive
feedback is less compared to the effort required to keep ad-
hering to the same regimen. Thus, the benefits no longer seem
to justify the costs.’’10(p8) Bray and Wadden,11 commenting on
the report, underline the critical role of behavioral fatigue in
which dieters grow weary of diet and exercise regimens that
appear to yield little benefit after the first 6 months.

Different studies suggest that critical variables that dieters
use to evaluate the benefit of their weight-loss behavior are body
dissatisfaction,12 the level of attributed self-efficacy13,14—
the individual’s belief that one has the ability to engage suc-
cessfully in a specific behavior—and the level of self-worth in
terms of weight and shape.15 For example, a recent study as-
sessing the psychological and behavioral predictors of 3 year
weight-loss maintenance in women16 clearly showed that im-
proving body image and increasing autonomous and intrinsic
motivation for exercise also significantly improves long-term
weight-loss maintenance: women with a better body image after
the 1 year intervention were most likely to achieve at least 3% or
5% weight loss.

Body dissatisfaction also appears to be related to the eti-
ology of eating disorders, including binge eating. Dakanalis
et al. used both a cross-sectional (583 women aged 18–28
years) and a longitudinal study (361 adolescent girls over a 2
year period) study design17,18 to explore the effects of this
variable on the development of eating disorders. They found
that body dissatisfaction was strongly and positively related
to ED symptoms. Specifically, initial levels of body dissat-
isfaction (T1) influenced the development of future general
negative affect and dieting behaviors (T2), which, in turn,
both contributed to future eating disturbances (T3).

Different studies19–21 suggest that, in both male and female
overweight adolescents, the impairment in emotional well-
being is primarily due to dissatisfaction with body size and
shape. On one side, as demonstrated by Foster et al., changes
in weight are not related to changes in body image.22–24 On
the other side, however, individuals who improve self-esteem
and body dissatisfaction at the end of a weight-loss treatment
have a higher likelihood of achieving a significant weight loss
in the long term, independently of their initial weight loss.24

These apparently contradictory findings—body dissatisfac-
tion is related to the shape and the weight of the individual, but
changing shape and weight does not modify body dissatis-
faction—can be explained by the Allocentric Lock Hypothesis
(ALH).25–29 It suggests that maintenance of body dissatisfac-
tion after weight loss may be caused by a primary disturbance

in the way the body is experienced and remembered29: obese
patients may be locked to an allocentric (observer view) dis-
embodied negative memory of the body that is no more up-
dated by contrasting egocentric representations driven by
perception.30 In other words, these patients may be locked to a
negative image of their body, a mental representation that
perception is not able to update even after a demanding diet
and a significant body shape improvement due to weight loss.
The impossibility of experiencing a better body can explain the
behavioral fatigue underlined by the NIH working group on
weight regain after weight loss.10 Furthermore, if even suc-
cessful dieting attempts are not able to improve body dissat-
isfaction, then people may either stop adhering to diet
prescriptions, or, at the opposite end, start more radical dieting
attempts, which, however, can sooner or later lead to even
worst outcomes (i.e., eating disinhibition and binge eating).

To counter a possible allocentric lock in obese patients,
this study included a virtual reality (VR) clinical module
aimed both at unlocking the negative memory of the body27

and at modifying its behavioral and emotional correlates
within an inpatient form of the standard cognitive–behavioral
treatment (CBT) of obesity. A previous randomized clinical
trial31 demonstrated the superior efficacy of this VR-enhanced
CBT program over standard CBT and an inpatient, medically
managed program in improving the long-term outcome of
obese patients with a binge eating disorder.

Similarly, this study aimed to evaluate the brief and long-
term incremental efficacy of the VR-enhanced CBT of
obesity in a randomized controlled trial with morbid (body
mass index [BMI] >40) female obese patients referred to an
inpatient behavioral program. The primary outcome measure
was weight-loss maintenance. It was hypothesized that the
VR-enhanced CBT is more effective than the inpatient pro-
gram only as well as standard CBT in maintaining or further
improving weight loss at 1 year follow-up.

Methods

Participants

Three hundred consecutive obese inpatients admitted to the
obesity unit of the Istituto Auxologico Italiano, Verbania,
Italy, for the treatment of obesity and related comorbidities
were seen a few days after hospitalization for screening in-
terviews. Criteria for participation in the study included: (a) a
BMI q40; (b) 18–50 years of age; (c) no other concurrent
severe eating (bulimia, binge eating, or eating disorder not
otherwise specified) or psychiatric disturbances (psychosis,
depression with suicidal risk, or alcohol or drug abuse); (d) no
concurrent involvement in other treatment, including medi-
cation; (e) no concurrent medical condition not related to the
disorder; and (f) written and informed consent to participate.

Of the 300 patients who were admitted, 137 either did not
fulfill the inclusion criteria or were excluded for other rea-
sons (e.g., time constraints, involvement in a different pro-
tocol). Notably, no males were included because none of the
male inpatients who were admitted to the obesity unit during
the recruitment period had a BMI q40. Patients meeting the
inclusion criteria were then assigned to one of the three
treatment conditions described in below, all conducted on an
inpatient basis (see Fig. 1 for detail). The randomization
scheme used for selecting the condition was generated by
using the Web site www.randomization.com.
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After randomization, five patients rejected participation in
the study because in their opinion a psychological intervention
was not required (one in the VR condition and two in the CBT
condition). Two patients in the standard behavioral inpatient
program (SBP) left the hospital for family and work reasons.
A chi-square analysis did not show any statistically significant
differences in the rejection rates between the groups.

Finally, 158 patients (Mage = 35.63 – 8.04 years; Mweight =
110.33 – 12.27 kg; Mheight = 1.61 – 0.03 m; MBMI = 42.24 –
6.01) entered the treatment phase and were deemed sufficient
to detect a medium treatment effect with a 90% statistical power
in the analysis of variance (ANCOVA) described below. This
sensitivity power analysis was run with the G*Power software
(v3.1.3).

The majority (51%) had graduated from upper secondary
school, were employed at the time of the study (68.2%), and
were not married.

The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the
Istituto Auxologico Italiano and received by Current Controlled
Trials Organization the official trial number ISRCTN59019572.

Procedures

Each patient was assigned to one of the following treat-
ment conditions:

SBP. This was the common treatment condition for all
the participants. It consists of hospital-based living for 6
weeks. Inpatients receive medical, nutritional, physical, and

psychological care the goal of which is to provide practical
guidelines (e.g., stressing gradual weight loss with the ca-
loric restriction achieved largely by reductions in fat intake),
plus a low-calorie diet (1,200 kcal/day) and physical training
(30 minutes of walking twice a week as a minimum).

CBT. Therapists followed a detailed manual that out-
lined the content of each session. This manual was based on
the CBT approach described by Cooper et al.32,33 It was
developed during a year of intensive pilot work and adapted
to the inpatient setting. Patients were taught to self-monitor
their food intake and eating patterns thoughts, as well as the
circumstances and environment surrounding eating (e.g.,
whether eating alone or with others, speed of eating, and
place of eating). Patients were also taught to identify prob-
lems in eating, mood, and thinking patterns and to develop
alternative patterns gradually.

In particular, after the first week, the patients entered five
weekly group sessions aimed at addressing weight and pri-
mary goals, and 10 biweekly individual sessions aimed at
establishing and maintaining weight loss, addressing barriers
to weight loss, increasing activity, addressing body image
concerns, and supporting weight maintenance.

VR-enhanced CBT. Like the CBT condition, partici-
pants allocated to this treatment received 15 additional
sessions over 5 weeks.34 After the first inpatients week,
participants entered five weekly group sessions similar to
the CBT ones (focused on concerns about body weight and
shape and problematic eating) and 10 biweekly VR ses-
sions. The treatment was based on a detailed protocol de-
scribing the contents of each of the 15 sessions.31,34 For the
VR sessions, the NeuroVR open source software (www
.neurovr.org) was used.35–37 NeuroVR includes 14 virtual
environments used by the therapist during a 60 minute
session with the patient. The environments present critical
situations related to the maintaining/relapse mechanisms
(home, supermarket, pub, restaurant, swimming pool, beach,
gymnasium) and two body-image comparison areas. Through
the VR experience, patients practice both eating/emotional/
relational management and general decision-making and
problem-solving skills. By directly practicing these skills
within the VR environment, patients are helped in devel-
oping specific strategies for avoiding and/or coping with
triggering situations.

The first session is used to assess any stimuli that could
elicit abnormal eating behavior. Specifically, attention is fo-
cused on the patient’s concerns about food, eating, shape, and
weight. At the end of the first VR session, the therapist uses
the miracle question, a typical approach used by the solution-
focused brief therapy.38,39 According to this approach, the
therapist asks the patient to imagine what life would be like
with a lower weight. Using VR to experience the effects of
the miracle34—a virtual balance shows the weight expected by
the patient—individuals are more likely not only to gain an
awareness of their need to do something to create change but
also to experience a greater sense of personal efficacy.

The next nine sessions are used to assess and modify:

� The expectations and emotions related to food and
weight (functional analysis). The therapist helps patients
to recognize why they eat and what they need either to

FIG. 1. Study flowchart. VR, virtual reality; CBT, cognitive-
behavioral therapy; SBP, standard behavioral program.
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avoid or to cope with the specific emotional/behavioral
triggers. This is achieved by integrating different CBT
methods: countering, alternative interpretation, label
shifting, and deactivating the illness belief.
� The body experience of the subject. We included a specific

VR body-image rescripting protocol (see [27] for a de-
tailed description) aimed at updating the memory of the
body. In the protocol different body related situations are
experienced in both first-person (the patient does not see
his/her body in the scene) and third-person perspective (the
patient sees his/her body in the scene) integrating the
therapeutic methods used by Butter and Cash40 and
Wooley and Wooley.41 Specifically, the body image
comparison areas are used in the same way as guided
imagery42 is used in the cognitive and visual/motorial
approach. In general, the therapist asks the patient to give
detailed descriptions of the virtual experience and of the
feelings associated with it. Furthermore, the patient is
taught how to cope with them using different techniques.42

The VR-enhanced CBT and traditional CBT were ad-
ministered by two licensed clinical psychologists and one
licensed psychotherapist under the supervision of a senior
licensed psychotherapist. The three therapists were ran-
domized to the two treatment conditions.

After hospital discharge, continuity of care and support
through telecommunication devices (e-mail, chat, and tele-
phone as preferred) were offered to each patient. Contacts were
not scheduled and were dependent only on each patient’s needs.

Assessment

Participants’ data were obtained 1 week after the start of
the inpatient program, during the last week of hospitaliza-
tion, and at 1 year follow-up (by postal mail). Height was
measured with a stadiometer, and weight was assessed on a
balance beam scale with the participant in lightweight
clothing with shoes removed. Data at follow-up were self-
reported. The following psychometric tests were also ad-
ministered to the study participants at entry to the study and
at the end of the inpatient treatment:

� The Italian version43 of the Body Satisfaction Scale—
BSS.44 The scale consists of a list of 16 body parts, half
involving the head (above the neck) and the other half
involving the body (below the head). The subjects rate
their satisfaction with each of these body parts on a 7-
point scale: the higher the rating, the more dissatisfied
the individual. In the Italian validation study, the Cron-
bach’s alpha for the total score was 0.86 in the high-
school sample, 0.83 in the university sample, and 0.86 in
the eating disorders sample.
� The Italian version45 of the Body Image Avoidance

Questionnaire—BIAQ.46 This is a 19-item self-report
questionnaire on avoidance of situations that provoke
concern about physical appearance, such as avoidance
of tight-fitting clothes, social outings, and physical
intimacy. In particular, the questionnaire measures the
avoidance behaviors and grooming habits associated
with negative body image. In the Italian validation
study, the Cronbach’s alpha for the total score was 0.77
in the high-school sample, 0.76 in the university sam-
ple, and 0.75 in the eating disorders sample.

� The Contour Drawing Rating Scale—CDRS.47 This is
a set of nine male and female figures with precisely
graduated increments between adjacent size. Subjects
are asked to rate the figures based on the following
instructional protocol: (a) current size and (b) ideal
size. The difference between the ratings is called the
‘‘self-ideal discrepancy score’’ and is considered to
represent the individual’s body dissatisfaction.

Statistical analysis

Before testing the effect of the VR treatment on the out-
come measure (weight-loss maintenance), a series of indi-
vidual one-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) were
conducted to identify possible pretreatment differences
among conditions in demographic characteristics, weight,
BMI, and the psychological variables.

The ANCOVA on gain scores (differences in weight and
psychological scores between time points) adjusting for the
pretreatment data was used to test between-group differences
in brief and long-term changes. This approach is considered
more effective than classical repeated measures ANOVA.48

Finally, the odds of maintaining or further improving
weight loss at 1 year follow-up were compared between each
pair of the three conditions. Confidence intervals (95%) were
used to establish the statistical significance of the ratios. The
associations between the maintenance or further improve-
ment of weight loss and the experimental conditions were
also tested by means of the chi-square test. Critical alpha was
set to 0.015 because of the multiple comparisons among the
conditions.

Results

Pre- and post-treatment analysis

No statistically significant difference was found among
conditions either in the pretreatment characteristics or in all
gain scores at the end of the inpatient treatment. The whole
sample achieved a significant weight loss (effect size 0.72).
In particular, the control group lost on average 6.2% of the
starting body weight, 7.4% the CBT group, and 6.25% the
VR group (Table 1).

On average, the psychological variables, that is, eating
behavior characteristics (DIET) and body satisfaction (BSS,
BIAQ, and CDRS), also improved significantly after the
inpatient treatment (effect size 0.16–0.26). Unexpectedly, no
statistically significant difference was found among the three
conditions, even if the VR group showed higher improve-
ments in all measures.

Follow-up analysis

Out of 158 patients, 113 responded to the follow-up call
and provided their weight data. The majority of patients who
did not respond were in the SBP group (n = 21), followed by
CBT (n = 14) and VR (n = 10). The chi-square test showed a
significant association between the dropout rates and the
experimental conditions ( p = 0.02). Given this and the high
probability that dropped patients had regained back most of
the baseline weight, no data imputation was performed, and
only available data were analyzed (for a discussion of this
choice, see the Discussion). In the explorative comparison of
pre versus follow-up mean scores within each condition, only
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the VR group kept on showing a statistically significant
weight loss. In a comparison of post versus follow-up data,
only the SBP group showed a statistically significant weight
regain. The CBT group showed a nonsignificant weight in-
crease, while no change was found within the VR group
(Table 1). The one-way ANCOVA on the post to follow-up
weight changes showed a significant group effect. Post hoc
analyses revealed a significant difference between the VR
and the SBP conditions, and also between the CBT and the
SBP conditions, but not between VR and CBT.

Finally, odds ratios showed that patients in the VR condi-
tion had a greater probability of maintaining or further im-
proving weight loss at 1 year follow-up than patients in the
SBP condition had (% of subjects who maintained or im-
proved the weight reduction: VR [22/46, 48%] vs. SBP [3/26,
11.5%], OR 7.03 [95% CI 1.85–26.70]) and, to a lesser extent,
than patients in the CBT condition had (% of subjects who
maintained or improved the weight reduction: VR [22/46,
48%] vs. CBT [11/38, 29%], OR 2.25 [95% CI 0.91–5.58]).

Discussion

A randomized controlled clinical trial (ISRCTN59019572)
testing the long-term incremental efficacy of a new VR-
enhanced CBT for morbid obese patients (BMI >40) was pre-
sented. Starting from the ALH,28 a VR-based clinical module
aimed at both unlocking the negative memory of the body and
modifying its behavioral and emotional correlates was inte-
grated into a reduced form of the standard CBT of obesity.

The incremental efficacy of the VR-enhanced CBT over a
standard behavioral inpatient program and also over a re-
duced form of the standard CBT in maintaining or further
improving weight loss in the long term was tested in a three-
arm RCT involving 158 female obese inpatients.

As expected, the inpatient program was effective in sig-
nificantly reducing the weight of all patients (>5% of the
baseline weight on average) in a relatively brief period (6
weeks) and independently from the added CBT and VR
treatments. This was a largely expected result given the highly
controlled environment where patients attended the inpatient
program. However, the VR-enhanced CBT that was delivered
during the inpatient program was shown to be more effective
in the long term. In fact, it proved superior to both the inpatient
program and, to a lesser extent, to the standard CBT in pre-
venting weight regain and in further improving weight loss
after 1 year from the end of treatment. The reduced form of the
standard CBT was effective over the inpatient program in
preventing weight regain, but follow-up data showed an al-
most significant difference in favor of the VR condition (Table
1). Indeed, only the VR-enhanced CBT was effective in fur-
ther improving weight loss at 1 year follow-up. On the con-
trary, participants who received only the inpatient program
regained back, on average, most of the weight they had lost.

Limitations

Some study limitations deserve attention. The first one is the
medium rate of patients who dropped out from follow-up
(28.5%). The reasons for not completing the last assessment were
not investigated, but it is hypothesized that most of the dropped
patients had regained the weight they had lost with treatment or
put on even more weight. Given the significant association of
dropout rates with the treatment conditions and the possible re-
lationship between missing data and the study outcome (weight
loss maintenance), the missing process was hypothesized to be
not at random in all likelihood and no data imputation was thus
used. Unlike the previous study on obese patients with a binge
eating disorder where no significant difference in dropout rates

Table 1. Weight Features in the Three Experimental Conditions

Weight

Treatments:
Start

(n = 158)
End

(n = 158)
12 month

follow-up (n = 113)
Effect size (Hedges g):

start/12 month follow-up

VR 112.1 – 15.6 105 – 14.3 105.4 – 16.2 -0.472
CBT 108 – 12.1 100.5 – 11.3 105.8 – 17.1 -0.151
SBP 110 – 15.2 103.2 – 14.5 114.7 – 19.3 0.277

Feature:

Subjects who maintained or improved the weight reduction achieved
after the treatment (12 month follow-up)

Treatments: Yes No Total Enrolled at start

VR 22 24 46 56
CBT 11 27 38 52
SBP 3 26 29 50

v2 = 11.73 df = 2, p = 0.003

Feature:
Subjects with a weight equal or higher than the initial one (12 month follow-up)

Treatments: No Yes Total Enrolled at start

VR 38 8 46 56
CBT 25 13 38 52
SBP 8 21 29 50

v2 = 23.27 df = 2, p = 0.000

SBP, standard behavioral program, including nutritional groups, a low-calorie diet (1,200 kcal/day), and physical training; CBT, SBP plus
cognitive–behavioral therapy; VR, SBP plus VR-enhanced cognitive–behavioral therapy.
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was found between conditions,31 only available data were con-
sidered in the follow-up analysis and, even if the long-term re-
sults of this study can be biased, their reliability is probably equal
to or even higher than that of any other results that could have
been found with an intention-to-treat approach. Indeed, given the
higher rate of dropouts in the SBP group and, to a lesser extent, in
the CBT condition compared with VR, imputing weight data
according to the credible hypothesis that dropped patients had
regained back most of the baseline weight would have done
nothing other than increase the statistical and clinical significance
of the VR-enhanced CBT effect.

Second, the standard CBT used in this study was a reduced
(6-week) version of the Oxford outpatient protocol.32,33 Given
the major changes that were made to the original format,
comparing the present results with the ones obtained in studies
that implemented the original protocol is impossible. Third, no
males were included in the clinical trial because none of the
male inpatients who were screened during the recruitment
period fulfilled the BMI criterion. Thus, findings can be
generalized only to obese female patients with a BMI q40.
Fourth, the psychosocial variables were not measured at
follow-up. The assessment of psychological, emotional, and
social variables that can act as outcomes as well as mediators
or moderators of the treatment effect would have added fur-
ther information on the efficacy of the VR-enhanced CBT.

Conclusions

Obese subjects are a heterogeneous population with
complex and synergic metabolic, environmental, social, and
psychological distresses and causes. For this reason, obesity
treatment requires a more integrated approach than the
standard behavioral treatment based on dietary and physical
activity only. Specifically, a common problem within obese
patients is the experience of a significant level of body dis-
satisfaction even after a significant weight loss.

The ALH28 suggests that these patients may be locked to
an allocentric negative representation of their body that their
sensory inputs are no longer able to update. To address this
issue, this study tested the long-term efficacy of an enhanced
CBT of obesity including a VR module aimed at both un-
locking the negative memory of the body and modifying its
behavioral and emotional correlates.

Despite some study limitations, results suggest that VR-
enhanced CBT has the potential to enhance the efficacy of
the standard CBT of obesity on weight-loss maintenance in
the long term. However, they do not fully clarify what is the
specific role of VR in the process. Future research should
examine the psychological variables that moderate and me-
diate the effects of the VR-based approach,49,50 test carefully
the explanatory validity of the ALH, and explore its links
with related psychological variables such as body dissatis-
faction, body checking, emotional dysregulation, perfec-
tionism, insecure-anxious attachment, and self-esteem.51–53
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